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Movie Review: Revolutionary Road (2008) Script was written and acted for the screen by
Richard Yates (who?... I thought he should have won an Oscar instead of giving it to

Kevin Costner), but made into a movie by somebody who was apparently unfamiliar with
his source. I'm a bit disappointed, as it seems Yates' smart, semi-realistic novel is a rare

and much-maligned breed of film. This film is so complacent in its unimaginative
approach to its main characters and meandering story-line that it pretty much rehashes the
first act of the novel to films' end. Why do they want to do this? Here are a few thoughts:
1. None of the characters are interesting. Not even the children. We know all they care

about is getting into Yale, and the only way they can do this is by doing well on the
college entrance exams. The other main characters are dull (Henry the in-betweener, the
Patagonia salesman, the contented, crunchy housewife... you get the picture). The young

couple (with a "drama queen" for a daughter) are annoying. The only interesting character
in the novel is the older man (who doesn't even do anything). He's the only one with a set

of traditional values to break apart by abandoning those values in a move to the city to
serve on the local school board and start a string of progressive reforms. The scenes in

which they're in and out of the house are rather idiotic, as they don't have an actual
conversation before they go into the house and emerge later on. These scenes sometimes
seem less like they're acting and more like they're watching a fake house scene from a

sitcom. This is probably what the filmmakers were 3da54e8ca3
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